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IN MEMORY OF COM.SONI
The news of sudden demise of Comrade Yeddanapudi Soni on Feb 19, 2018 in a
hospital in Vijayawada, AP has thrown all the Party comrades in AP in general and the
Comrades and people in Krishna district into an intense grief and sorrow.
Next day morning, ie; Feb20, 2018, from morning to the time of last journey, an unending
stream of people belonging to various political parties, leaders of left parties, mass
organisations, cadre, family members and relatives, workers of various unions, colonies
and people from the surrounding villages went on flooding in thousands Bandar ( also
called Machilipatnam ) town in AP to have a last glance and pay their tearful and floral
tributes to the departed Comrade. Many cried recollecting the memories of Com. Soni who
always stood by them. The working and toiling women were present in large number. They
wept as if they lost one of the most affectionate member of their own family. They turned
emotional recollecting the tragic fact that a just 20 days back Com. Soni’s younger brother
Srinivas, a Comrade too has died of illness.
A Good bye to A Peoples’ Leader
The funeral rally began from the NGO’s Colony to the place of burial. With a heavy
heart, the people walked all the way. They carried the body on their shoulders. The people
of Bandar town were astonished to witness the way the toiling people have spontaneously
responded and acted to the death of their affectionate leader. Money, caste loyalties, status,
power and influences associated with the ruling classes were worth for nothing here. Com.
Soni enjoyed a genuine affection of the people because of his dedication to their cause.
Custom-wise, the presence of women is not liked by many on the occasions like the
funeral rally and the funeral process. However, hundreds of working and toiling women
have poured in the funeral rally of Com. Soni. With all respect and affection towards their
leader, the women volunteered to carry his body all along theway on their shoulders. The
people on their own have set up the flexes of Com. Soni at a number of the places in the
town. Flowers were showered on the body at almost all centres of Unions affiliated to the
AIFTU(N). The slogans of “Lal Salam” were raised on the top of their voice. On their own
initiative, the people have conducted the rally as well as the funeral process. Perhaps, this
kind of ‘good bye’ was never witnessed in the history of Bandar town earlier.
Com. Soni (Yeddanapudi Someshwar Janakiram) took birth in a theist traditional family.
He was attracted towards atheist ideas when he was a student in the college. Then, he
came into contact with a students’ organisation (DSO). In this course, he adopted Marxism
as his ideology. By 1980, he became a professional revolutionary and decided to dedicate
his life to the revolutionary politics. He, together with other comrades, made efforts to develop
the revolutionary activities in and around Bandar town. He organised the students and workers
in Unions and moved the poor for house sites and build the colonies. He carried on a
consistent political and organisational work to move the coastal people and peasants into
struggles on their problems. The efforts to combine the cultural and creative work had greatly
helped to move the people extensively and win the victories.
Com. Soni was abided by the discipline of the Party till the last moment of his life. He
was firm in his ideological convictions. He never allowed the personal intimacies to come in
the way of his convictions and practice. He maintained correct political positions in the face
of ideological confusions in the internal struggles. He effectively countered the attacks from
various quarters on the ideology and practice of the Party. He never cared the threats of
physical attacks, slanders and false cases by the goondas against him and his comrades.
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The Comrades led by Com. Soni had protected the movement while being consistently
among the people and in practice.
Com. Soni shouldered the responsibility of Party organisation in Krishna district. He
was the State Secretary of APFTU in 2008. Later, he was the AP State Secretary of AIFTU
(N), the Treasurer and the Asst. Secretary of RCS (AP). Even the poor health condition did
not deter him from going to different districts and directly taking part in the protests of the
workers, peasants and adivasis.
A Life Worth Emulating
He transformed his home into an arena for political work. He moulded his brother, wife,
children and even his tradition bound mother into the sympathisers of revolutionary movement.
Responding quickly to the problems of people; deeply studying and analysing the problems
and initiating a possible course of action to move the people into the struggle was Com.
Soni’s quality. He was good in patiently listening and handling the peoples’ problems including
even the individual and family problems. He liked most to be within the reach of people and
provide help and guidance to them. Remaining politically uncompromising and true to the
interests of working and toiling people in the negotiations with the managements; carrying
out the decisions in the interests of people; acting with all concern and affection towards the
comrades and people and standing in front of people in times of their difficulties and struggle
with all smile in the face even while being in a thick of war within against the aggravating ill
health; instantly moving into action against the state repression and events without waiting
for the State calls and maintaining wide relations with different forces were also a part of his
qualities of political life worth emulating.
Com. Soni was good in explaining the current politics by combining them with mythological
stories and satire; explaining the difficult political questions in simple and easily
understandable form and language and making his speeches lively and attractive by adding
comics was his style. So, from children to party leaders were curious to listen to him. This
quality helped a lot to give shape to a number of art forms like the street plays and skits and
they played a good role in organising the people.
The AP State Committee of CPI (ML) held a Memorial Meeting of Com. Soni in Bandar
town on Feb’25th,2018 to pay Homage to the departed Comrade. The well attended Meeting
was presided over by Com. S. Jhansi, the State President of RCS (AP). The leaders from
various political parties, the left parties, Dalit and various mass organisations, the colleagues
in the movement, sympathisers, the family members and the general mass of workers and
other toiling people have attended the Meeting in a large number. The speakers have
recollected their memories and paid rich and heartfelt tributes to the departed Comrade
Soni.
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